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Update

- 4th HyspIRI Science Workshop in August 2011
- HyspIRI Mission Applications Reps: JPL/Simon Hook, MSFC/Jeff Luvall
- Pre-Formulation Workshop in December 2011
  - “Is still the most ‘shovel ready’ mission among the Tier II’s” – Steve Volz
  - Flat line funding for at least two years, to be revisited every year
  - Current launch date still after 2020
  - Explore partnerships to accelerate launch of elements of the HyspIRI mission
- HyspIRI Preparatory Airborne Activities and Associated Science and Applications Research solicitation released in December 2011
  - 49 proposals received, preparing for peer review panel
- NRC Mid-Term Assessment of NASA’s Implementation of Decadal Survey released in May 2012
- HyspIRI Independent Cost Estimate with The Aerospace Corporation
- Weekly teleconferences by Steering Committee
- Science Study Group (SSG) and International Science Group calls
- Be ready for opportunities